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An Overview of the Geological
History of Ladakh
for Educators in Ladakh
by Pierre-Jacques Stalder *

Fauna, Flora and Geological History
All life, whether animal or vegetal, has to adapt itself to the conditions imposed by the climate. From equatorial to polar
latitudes and from low lands to high mountains, life forms and survival aptitudes vary widely as temperature, humidity,
oxygen contents of the atmosphere, etc. combine in different ways. Climate itself is determined to a great extent by the
latitude, altitude, slope, distance to the sea and barriers to atmospheric movements. In Ladakh, as everywhere else, these
geographical and topographical conditions are a consequence of
-

the geological history (geology from ge = earth and logos = speech ) which determined its position and altitude on
the Earth’s surface;
the global atmospheric circulation (e.g. monsoon).

The complex geological development of Ladakh is well understood South of the Indus River. To the North, however,
knowledge is fragmentary and integration with the South has yet to be undertaken, of the kind of A.Gansser’s “Geology
of the Himalayas” published in 1964 (see Selected References).
The present booklet is based on the compilation of numerous publications, whose authors are thanked. It is intended as a
teaching aid for Educators and for this reason has been kept simple. Authors are generally not referenced and, given the
educational objective of this booklet, permission to adapt some of their figures has not been requested.
Such an overview, of course, suffers from oversimplifications, from personal biaises and limited knowledge, but
hopefully will provide a flavour of Ladakh’s geology and raise further interest in that matter.
Ideally, this theoretical presentation should be supplemented by observation in the field. Collection of rock samples, their
identification and attempts to assign an origin to those would also be a logical, didactical and pleasant follow-up. The
few geological maps inserted in the text should allow the wanderer to position himself with respect to the main
geological units, discovering for instance that he is walking on the remnants of a past ocean or on the site of collision
between India and Eurasia, an exciting experience indeed! More complete and detailed maps can be obtained from the
Selected References and certainly from the Geological Survey of India.
In order to ease the understanding, selected essential geological concepts concerning rocks, time, mountain building
processes, geological maps and sections had to be introduced. Further explanations and details can be obtained from the
Selected References and from Internet, as for instance:
http://geology.about.com/library/bl/images/blrockindex.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mineral
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rock_%28geology29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plate_tectonics

* Address: Route du Sanetsch 46 , CH-1950 Sion, Switzerland
E- Mail : p.j.stalder@bluewin.ch
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Rocks, archives of the Earth
Rocks record the history of the Earth, essentially where, when and how oceans and mountain ranges were formed. They
are therefore the archives of the Earth. Rocks are very diverse in aspect, composition and origin and their study is a
discipline in its own right.
According to their aspect, composition, mode of occurrence and origin, rocks are traditionally divided into three
categories (Fig. 1):
- Sedimentary rocks such as sandstones, mudstones, conglomerates and limestones result from the consolidation of
sand, mud, pebbles/sand, shell debris and lime mud which were originally deposited in rivers beds, glacier moraines,
deserts dunes (as in the Shyok Valley near Hundar), lakes and oceans. They therefore testify to the past existence of
deserts, glaciers, rivers, lakes or oceans depending on their specific composition and aspect.
Limestone with abundant
fossil shells

Sandstone
Conglomerate, Indus Molasse, Hemis

Conglomerates are erosion products
of mountains, which are deposited as
river terrasses together with sand and
mud. Pebbles, rounded during their
transport by the rivers, are embedded
in a matrix of sand. Compaction and
cementation later soldify the mixture.

Sands are deposited in numerous
depositional sites, ranging from deserts
to rivers, deltas, beaches and deep-sea.
The grains, with or without a fine
rmuddy matrix, are later held together
by cementing minerals and compaction
effects. Under high temperatures,
quartz-sandstones are transformed to
quartzites ( mainly quartz constituent).

Limestones are predominantly formed
in seas and lakes from accumulation
of organisms protected by shells of
calcite(calcium carbonate) and/or
from the direct precipitation of calcite
in sea or lake water. If submitted to
hig temperatures, limestone may be
transformed to marble.

- Igneous rocks such as granite, abundant in the Ladakh Range North of the Indus and in the Karakoram, and gabbro are
formed from hot, fluid material (magmas) which solidify either slowly at considerable depth below the Earth surface or
quickly (chilling) when the magmas reach the surface. The latter erupt as lavas which solidify as volcanic rocks like
andesite (abundant in volcanic arcs and island-arcs) and basalt (abundant on the ocean floors), or as clouds of ashes and
bombs the solid deposits of which are called tuffs.

In these two rock families SiO2,
K2O,Na2O predominate over
CaO MgO, FeO. Consequently,
their colour is lighter and their
specific weight is lower than
those of gabbro and basalt (see
below).
Granite, Yogma La valley

Granite is composed of the minerals
quartz, potassium-feldspar and
plagioclase feldspars with minor
amounts of micas and other ferromagnesian minerals. The ratio of the
three main components determines the
differences between granite,
granodiorite and quartz-diorite, all rocks
referred to herebelow as”granitic”.

Andesite

Andesite and its « cousins » dacite and
rhyolite are composed of feldspar and
minor dark minerals crystals embedded
in a groundmass of glass. The chemical
composition is broadly similar to that of
granite. The original glass is
transformed with time in a mesh of
minute crystals invisible to the eye.
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Gabbro from the Yogma La valley

Serpentinite

These three rock types are the essential constituents of the oceanic lithosphere, whereby the volcanic basalts overlie the
gabbros, which themselves overlie the serpentinites (peridotites at depth). The mineralogical, chemical and isotopic
composition of the basalts and gabbros allows inferences to be made about the location (mid-ocean ridge, hot spot, island
arc, back-arc basin, as introduced below) where those rocks were formed, from which deeper material they derive and in
which way this was achieved.
Basalt and gabbro have the same chemical composition rich in CaO, MgO and Feo. Basalt, as a volcanic rock, includes a
significant amount of glass matrix in which well crystallized minerals (plagioclase, hornblende, pyroxene) are embedded.
Gabbro, having solidified slowly at great depth, consists entirely of well crystallized Ca-rich plagioclase feldspars,
pyroxenel minerals and subordinate olivine.
For both rock types, the dark colour is due to the richness in ferro-magnesian minerals.
Serpentinite is rich in light greenish minerals such as antigorite which contain water in their lattice. They are produced by
hydration of olivine minerals - the major constituents of peridotites - at the contact with sea-water during their ascent to
the bottom of the ocean at Mid-Ocean Ridges (explanation below).

pyroxene
plagioclase

Thin, transparent section of gabbro as seen through the
microscope. The three minerals singled out are well crystallized
but lack straight crystal faces, because of roughly synchronous
crystallization. The whitish plagioclase is enclosed within a mesh
of abundant pale-brown pyroxene and crystallized thus only
slightly later. The large grain-size indicates that the melt
crystallized slowly at great depth.

olivine

This indicated that they crystallized slowly at
depth and synchronously.
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-

Sedimentary and igneous rocks can be buried at great depths by the forces which create mountain ranges, where
their constituting minerals are transformed by the high prevailing temperatures and pressures. Brought back to
the surface by a complex sequence of events, they outcrop as metamorphic rocks such as gneisses, schists,
migmatites, marbles and quartzites. The deeper and therefore the hotter the rocks once were, the more
metamorphic.

Gneiss
Migmatite, Tangse rock-fall

,
Flattened structure due to recrystallization
under compressive forces (stress). White
patches consist of quartz and feldspar, and.
black streaks of biotite (iron-mica).

Rock belonging to the Pangong Range and
uplifted from great depth by the Karakoram
Fault. Migmatite stands for mixture of magma
and solid rock. The darker component is a
continuous phase and has thus presumably
invaded and assimilated part of the lighter
discontinuous component.

Fig.1 Photographs of selected sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks
with explanations.

The study of the rocks constituting minerals, vertical sequence and horizontal distribution allows:
-

the reconstruction of the landscape during various periods of the Earth’s history (the so-called geological history);
the identification of the movements which displaced the rocks to form oceans, mountain ranges, valleys, lakes, etc;
the location of occurrences of valuable resources such as ores, coal, oil, gas, gems and semi-precious stones;
the assessment of natural hazards (landslide, earthquakes).

In addition to studying the composition of the rocks, it is necessary to assess the geometrical aspects of their occurrence
in order to establish the correct succession, in time and space, of the deposits.
Below are a few among the many questions to be answered:
- is the rock layer in normal or overturned position (upside down)?
- what is the nature of the contact with the surrounding rock masses ( on the sides, above and below)?
- is the vertical succession continuous or interrupted by surfaces of past-erosion, by changes in dip magnitude and
azimuth, by surfaces showing traces of movements, etc?
- what are the dimensions of the rock body or rock layer?
Many concepts and methods can assist in the resolution of this type of problems, the discussion of which is beyond the
scope of this booklet.
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Time in Geology
The time-frame of the Earth’s history is divided into a large number of Periods with start and end date
defined by the appearance and/or disappearance of fossil faunas and floras, normally in combination with major breaks
in the rock record. This time frame based on fossils defines the chronological succession of Periods but not their absolute
age (in million years, Ma). The latter has been derived from the disintegration of natural isotopes such as Uranium,
Potassium, Rubidium and Carbon.
The dating of the events responsible for the making of today’s mountains and oceans represents obviously a major task
of geological investigations. For example, the cooling age of a lava flow inter-bedded with fossil-barren sediments
allows to assign a maximum age for the underlying sediment package and a minimum age for the overlying package. Or
finding a certain fossil shell in a limestone layer will tell the age of this layer and therefore its place in the Earth’s
geological time-frame.
The time-table below (Fig.2) shows the agreed divisions of time from the longest (supereons) to the shortest (epochs).
The latter are further subdivided into smaller units called “stages”.

Fig 2 Geological time-table with Phanerozoic and Cenozoic further divided in respectively
Periods and Epochs.
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The process of mountain building
The solid crust of the Earth reaches great thicknesses on land and in mountain ranges (about 30 to 70 km) and is referred
to as continental crust. In the oceans, the crust is much thinner, about 5 to 10 km, is composed of heavy rocks (basalts,
gabbros, serpentinites) and is referred to as oceanic crust. The base of the crust is defined by a sharp increase in
velocity of earthquake seismic waves, which is caused by differences in rock properties (density, sound velocity).
Both crust types are but the top layer of the so-called rigid lithosphere (about 100 km thickness or more), which floats
over the hotter and more mobile asthenosphere (mantle of the Earth), as shown in the picture below. The bottom part of
the lithosphere consists of rigid cool Upper Mantle.
The lithosphere is divided into a number of rigid plates (Fig.3) composed of continental and oceanic crust which move
around on the Earth’s surface as oceans open and close along suture lines, a phenomenon which has been active since
hundreds of millions of years. Today the Atlantic, the Pacific and the Indian oceans are opening at rates varying from a
few centimetres to some ten centimetres per year. These plate movements are the results of convection currents within
the Earth’s Mantle (Fig.4), a mechanism which allows the Earth’s internal heat to escape to the space.

strike-slip

collision
extension

Fig.3 The various lithospheric plates covering the earth’s surface either collide with each other, move
past each other or move away from each other. Red arrows indicate the type of plate contact
(converging for collision, diverging for extension and parallel with opposite directions for strike-slip).
Heavy black lines are plate boundaries. Please note that plates may be entirely oceanic, entirely
continental or both.
As mentioned, the plates have occupied various positions on the earth’s surface during time, a mechanism referred to as
Continental Drift. An example of such position shifts with time is shown on Fig 5, where the closing - opening of oceans
as well as mountain ranges formation are well illustrated. The movements through time of the continents can be
reconstructed from the magnetic properties acquired by the rocks during their formation (palaeo-magnetism) which
indicate the latitude of the rocks at that time. The history of oceans opening can be read on magnetic properties of the
ocean floor basalts and on the direction of faults affecting that floor. Obviously, both histories are complementary.
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Fig.4 Possible model of two-level convection within the Earth’s mantle. Arrows indicate the direction of
movement of the currents of molten mantle rocks. Note the mantle slab drop-off.
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Miocene 13 Ma

Panthalassa
Palaeotethys
Tethys- Neotethys

Late Cretaceous 70 Ma

Selected Palaeogeographic Maps
Early Jurassic 195 Ma

Fig 5 Drifting of the continents between Early Jurassic and Miocene, associated opening /closing of oceans and
building of mountain ranges. The closing of the Palaeotethys and Neotethys oceans, the northward migration of
India and the opening of the Atlantic Ocean are well illustrated.
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As the surface areaof the Earth remains constant, the rock volume (serpentinites, gabbros, basalts) which erupts and is
uplifted at the Mid - Ocean Ridges (spreading centres) has to be compensated by the disappearance of an equivalent
volume elsewhere: this is achieved by subduction along active continental margins (e.g. Pacific coast of North and
South America) whereby the cooler and heavier oceanic lithosphere is pulled down by gravity below the continent
(Fig.6). The descending slab may dip at angles varying from 10 to nearly 90° depending on its thickness. Frequent
earthquakes accompany the descent of the lithospheric slabs under the continental margins and along mountain belts. In
addition, the subducted plates undergo increasing dehydration and metamorphism with increasing depth. During this
transition, the liberated water reacts with the warmer upper mantle of the overlying plate which then undergoes partial
melting. This process leads then to the formation of magmas (molten rock) which, during their ascent either solidify at
depth as plutonic rocks (Pluton, greek god of Hell) such as gabbros and granites or erupt as volcanic rocks (basalts,
andesites, dacites, etc) at the surface. The associations of plutons, subsequently uplifted to the surface, are called
batholiths (rocks from the depth). Examples of those cover very large surfaces along the North American Rocky
Mountains, the South American Cordillera and the Himalaya.
The overall mechanism of oceanic crust formation/swallowing and drifting of the continents is referred to as “ocean
floor spreading and continental drift”.
Subduction zones may take place either at the edge of an overlying continental margin or within the ocean where the
process leads to the formation of an island-arc (Fig.7). Magmas are formed under both situations, though with different
chemical compositions.
As the upper part of the oceanic lithosphere with its sediment cover is subducted, it is sliced into sheets which are
stacked on top of each other at the contact between the two plates, as if pushed by a “bulldozer”. The geometrical body
resulting from this process is called “accretionary wedge”, an element recognized in most mountain ranges. At a later
stage, after complete disappearance of the ocean, continents collide and the further shortening is achieved by slicing of
the under-riding continent and stacking of the cut-out sheets of continental lithosphere (Fig.8). The sheets of continental
lithosphere are traditionally called “nappes” (from the French, table cloths), a word first used at the end of the XIXth
century in the Alps for sheet like rock units emplaced mechanically on top of other units. The accretion and nappe
emplacement process are then followed by isostatic uplift (buoyancy) and erosion. The latter continue today in all the
recent mountain ranges.
The past existence of a disappeared ocean is indicated by the presence in the old suture of rocks of oceanic origin
referred to as ophiolites (from the greek “ophis”, snake, because of the scaly aspect) the vertical sequence of which is
composed, from bottom to top, of the following layers:
-

ultramafic (very dark, rich in Mg and Fe) complex of peridotites (hazburgites, lherzolites) and dunites, more or less
serpentinized;
gabbroic complex of gabbros and peridotites-pyroxenites at the base;
sheeted complex of gabbroic-basaltic dykes;
volcanic complex of mainly basalts, often with pillow structure.

This sequence is rarely complete as it occurs mostly in suture zones (Fig.9) at the contact between two continental
masses where tectonic disturbances have been intense. Ophiolites also occur as obducted (carried upwards) nappes
formed of oceanic crust rocks as is the case in Spongtang (Ladakh) and elsewhere in the world (Oman, Papua-New
Guinea, etc.).
The ophiolites of suture zones are often intimately associated with ophiolitic melanges. The latter consist of a mixture of
ophiolitic and other rock types in a muddy or serpentine matrix, sometime with large blocks of exotic origin. These
melanges are generally strongly deformed and testify to the past existence of steep and unstable cliffs bordering narrow
oceanic basins, possibly in an early stage of destruction.
To summarize the mountain formation process:
-

-

pre-existence of an ocean separating two continents. This ocean owes its existence to the splitting apart of a
continental mass followed by ocean floor spreading along a mid-ocean ridge;
subduction under the margin of one of the two continents (case 1) or intra-oceanic subduction (off the continental
margin) with formation of an accretionary wedge, volcanism/magmatism and eventually of an island-arc (case 2).
Whether an island-arc or none is formed probably depends on whether the subducted oceanic crust is respectively
old, thick, cold and therefore heavier or young, thin and hot, although other reasons could be invoked (isostasy,
mechanical constraints);
case 1: further subduction leads to compression, magmatism, thickening of the crust and uplift as for the South
American Andes. Mechanism not yet fully understood;
case 2: after consumption of the oceanic crust, continent – continent collision including accretionary wedge,
ophiolites, melanges and island-arc in between. Slicing and piling up of the down going continental slab,
magmatism, metamorphism, thickening of the crust and uplift as for the Alpine-Himalayan Range.
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ACCRETIONARY WEDGE

EXPANDING OCEAN

Subduction at the contact between the expanding ocean and
the adjacent continental masses, as well as the upsurge of
molten basalt along the mid-ocean ridge.

Fig. 6 Diagram showing the main mechanisms and phenomena involved in ocean-floor
spreading and subduction, together with their nomenclature.

Fig.
7 Schematic
representation of
of the
takingtaking
place along
converging
oceanic plates and
Schematic
representation
theprocesses
processes
place
along converging
definition
of
the
related
topographic
environments.
oceanic plates and definition of the related topographic environments.
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Possible Himalaya deep structure

Experimental model of successive stages of continental subduction and accretion (A) which could
account for the large scale and deep structure of the Himalaya (B).
During subduction the rigid continental crust is carried down to depths in excess of 200 km where it is
stopped by Archimedes buoyancy. The latter plus frictional forces induce the breaking off of the continental
crust close to the collision front and the piling up of the cut out fragments by over-thrusting.
The heavier mantle continues its descent into the asthenosphere until its breaks off too and undergoes slab
drop off. Whilst some fragments make it back to the surface as metamorphic rocks, a large
part of the continental crust remains deeply buried.
In the case of the Himalaya, this subducted crust underlies Tibet, accounting for its thick crust and
high average altitude. Whether the lithopsheric upper mantle breaks off from the crust and sinks into the
asthenosphere below the Tibetan plateau is still a matter of debate.
The thrusts and fault shown on (B) will be discussed later in the text.
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Fig.9 Ophiolite belts and suture zones along the central portion of the Alpine-Himalayan Range.
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The geological framework and history of the Himalaya
The Himalaya, a mountain range of huge dimensions - some 2000 by 250 km - is the result of the subduction of the NeoTethys ocean under Eurasia followed by collision of the northwards drifting Indian continent (Fig.10), originally
attached to Africa, and Eurasia. The closing of the so-called Neo-Tethys was related to the opening of part of the present
day Indian Ocean with pronounced spreading ridge push at the trailing edge of India (Fig.11).

Fig.10 Northward drift of India
through time (in million years, Ma
ago).

Fig.11 The new Indian Ocean at the trailing edge
of India. The Mid-Ocean spreading ridge forms a
prominent topographic high dissected by
transversal faults.

Geological and tectonic maps, geological cross-sections
The rock make-up and geology of the area, country or world is traditionally represented on geological and tectonic
maps (from the greek “tekton”, carpenter). To produce these maps, the geologist has to determine the types and age of
the rock, the degree and directions of deformation and the type of contacts between the different types of rocks.
Based on outcrops and laboratory investigations, the geological maps display the types of rocks and their age
distribution on the surface, the contact lines between the different layers, the faults dissecting the rock layers or packages
and provide indications on the dip of the layers. Depending on the size of the area covered and the size of the map, the
types and details of the represented elements will differ.
If the aim is to emphasize the structure, tectonic maps are used whereby rock units shown on the geological map are
combined into units of higher rank which have behaved as a package during deformation and had a common origin (a
continental platform, an island-arc, etc).
The difference in represented features between two scales of maps is readily seen on the Tectonic map of the Himalaya
and the Tectonic map of NW Himalaya shown below (under the Ladakh chapter).

The inferred structure at depth is represented on geological cross-sections. Those are constructed by downwards
extrapolation of the outcrops using dip and thickness information gathered on the surface and ensuring that geometrical
and volume conservation principles are honoured. Information from geophysical data (seismicity, gravity, magnetism,
etc) is also incorporated as far as possible. Two such cross-sections are presented below to help visualizing the complex
structure of the Himalaya.
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The structure of the Himalaya
The Himalayas are part of the Alpine-Himalayan Range which extends from Western Europe to Indonesia and are the
result of oceanic plate subduction and continent – continent collision.
Its structure is very complex, but can be generally described as consisting of a number of tectonic units stacked upon or
against each other. The large scale map of Fig.12 shows the spatial distribution of these units and the cross-section of
Fig.13 their vertical arrangement in relation to the lithosphere.
-

Subhimalaya
This frontal range consists of Tertiary to Quaternary clastics (sandstones, conglomerates) derived from the erosion
of the Himalaya and deposited in a trough bordering the southern flank of the range. These deposits have been and
still are deformed into folds developed on the Main Frontal Thrust (MFT). Their thicknesses can reach in excess
of 10 km as demonstrated by outcrops and by seismic and drilling data acquired for oil and gas exploration
purposes.

-

Lesser Himalaya
This unit consists of a pile of nappes, mainly Precambrian formations sheared off from the crust of the Indian
continent and emplaced southward since the Miocene (about 20 Ma) along the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT).
Gneisses, quartzites, marbles, schists, etc. constitute the bulk of the Precambrian formations. The unusual inverse
metamorphism with intensity increasing from the bottom to the top of the pile is explained by contact with the very
hot base of the overlying High Himalaya unit.

-

High Himalaya
An up to 20 km thick package of continental crust, this unit consists of Precambrian gneisses overlain by a
sedimentary sequence extending from the Cambrian to the Eocene. The highest Himalayan summits such as the
Everest, the Annapurna, etc. are carved in this unit. The High Himalaya Unit was thrust over the Lesser Himalaya
during Eocene-Oligocene times along the Main Central Thrust (MCT). The metamorphic intensity is normal and
decreases from the bottom to the top. It was sheared off from the northern edge of the Indian plate and was
deformed during its northward push (Fig.13).

-

Indus -Tsangpo Suture Zone and Indus Molasse
This zone is characterized by the occurrence of highly deformed remnants (slices) of disappeared ocean crust and of
an island-arc extending from Kohistan to Leh. Diagnostic is the association of serpentinites, peridotites, gabbros,
basalts, Radiolarian cherts and volcanic rock associations. The original vertical succession of rocks is very
disturbed, and often associated with “ophiolitic melanges”. The suture lay in front of the Indian plate and was
deformed during its northward push and the collision against the Eurasian buttress (layers are mostly steeply
inclined to vertical).
Depending on their burial history during accretion, the various fragments exhibit different degrees of metamorphic
intensity.
Following the Himalayan Nappes southward emplacement, a sequence of sandstones and conglomerates, deriving
from the erosion of the Trans-Himalayan Batholith on the southern rim of the Asian plate and the North Himalayan
Nappes , was deposited in a successor collapse basin developed between the Himalayan Nappes and the Eurasian
continent. This package is referred to as the “Indus Molasse” and is especially well developed in Ladakh, although it
occurs sporadically along the entire 2000 km long suture.

-

Eurasia and the Trans-Himalayan Batholith
This unit consists of the old Eurasian crust overlain by shallow sea (platform) sediments deposited before the Late
Cretaceous and intruded/overlain by Late Cretaceous to Eocene magmatic rocks of the Trans-Himalayan Batholith.
The chemical composition of the constituting gabbros, diorites, granodiorites and granites is similar to igneous rocks
occurring in other mountain ranges and emplaced along continental margins (Andes).
Eurasia itself underwent a complex geological history before subduction of the Neo-Tethys Ocean. The Asian part
of it consists of several blocks (Siberia, Tarim, Qiantang, Tibet-Karakoram) which collided with each other during a
period lasting from Early Palaeozoic to Cretaceous, with the blocks accretion younging southwards. The closing of
the Neo-Tethys ocean, the opening of the Indian Ocean and the collision with India represent the latest steps of this
long history.
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Tectonic map of the Himalaya

Fig .12 Tectonic map of the Himalaya. Features North of the Trans-Himalaya - Ladakh Batholith such as the Shyok
Suture Zone, the main subdivisions of southern Eurasia and the Karakoram Fault are not shownand will be discussed
later.
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Himalaya’s geological history
The above map and cross-section are based on field observations and numerous laboratory investigations. They represent
facts which, in the process of synthesis, had to be put together in order elaborate a genetic model of the Himalaya. Very
much like assembling a puzzle!
The model arrived at is illustrated in the following cross-sections (Fig.14) which show three stages of this history,
starting 60 Ma ago when India was about to collide with Eurasia and focussing on Himalaya South of the TransHimalayan Batholith.
The Himalayan range proper started to form before during the Late Jurassic (160 Ma), when the oceanic crust and
sediments attached to the northern edge of India started to plunge under Eurasia. At approximately the same time and on
more local scale an island-arc with its attached basins developed in the area between Kohistan and Leh (the so-called
Kohistan -Ladakh Arc), to the West where the collision with Eurasia was less direct.
The continuous drift of India resulted in the eventual accretion of this island-arc to Eurasia and the formation of the
Trans-Himalayan Batholith which intruded both the island-arc and the Eurasian continental crust (Karakoram in the NW
Himalaya). The intrusion of granitic melts lasted from about 130 to 30 Ma ago.
Around 55 -50 Ma ago the Indian and Eurasian continental blocks collided, an event coinciding with a marked slowingdown of the spreading velocity of the Indian Ocean. The line of collision is nowadays marked by the occurrence of
ophiolites and ophiolitic melanges. The northwards journey of the Indian plate complex, however, went on and the
resulting shortening was accommodated by:
-

nappe emplacement (over-thrusting), folding and thickening;
Eastward squeezing of the Tibet fragment and south-eastward extrusion of South China and of the Sunda
block. The differential horizontal movements of the various blocks took place along steep “strike-slip
faults”, are illustrated below (Fig.15).

It is hypothesized that the collision on India and Eurasia led to a shortening of some 2000 km, of which 1000 km were
taken up by the piling of Indian crust slices (500 in the existing nappes, 500 eroded) and 1000 km by movements along
the strike-slip faults. The underthrusting of the Indian plate below Eurasia led to the thickening of the crust below the
Tibetan block to about 75 km and the high altitude of this plateau (4500m).
With time, crustal thickening, uplift and erosion led to the formation of the bulk of the Himalaya.
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Base of lithosphere

Oceanic crust
subduction
Folding and stacking

Eurasian crust
15 MY

Base of lithospher
e

Further collision and erosion

0 MY

Fig.14 Three stages of the formation of the Himalaya showing the subduction, the continental collision
between India and Eurasia and the situation today. The scraping and piling up of slabs of Indian crust
took place along fault surfaces (over thrusts) shown as red lines.
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Fig.15 Physiographic map of South Asia showing the main faults along which Tibet, South China
and the Sunda Block are expulsed in a general easterly direction. The north-eastward push of India
is still proceeding today at a rate of about 5 cm/year. Ridge push on the actively spreading
Carlsberg Ridge in the Indian Ocean is an active force. Earthquakes and observed displacements of
recent topographical features (moraines, river beds) along these faults witness to the ongoing
deformation.
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Ladakh’s geological framework and history
The geological-tectonic units discussed below are defined by the past geographical environments in which they were
formed. Proceeding northwards, they are:
1.
2.

3.

the High and Lesser Himalayan Nappes pile on the northern margin of India and on the platform of the NeoTethys ocean;
the Ladakh Arc, eastward continuation of the Kohistan Arc and including:
a. the Indus Suture Zone (ISZ) representing remnants of the disappeared Neo-Tethys and a former island arc with
its fore-arc basin deposits. A highly deformed belt;
b. the Ladakh Batholith plutons which intruded the southern margin of Eurasia and parts of 2a and 2c;
c. the Shyok Suture Zone (SSZ) as remnant of an island-arc and its back-arc basin developed inside the margin of
Eurasia. A highly deformed belt;
the Karakoram Range representing the southern margin of Eurasia further North than 2b, also intruded by granitic
magmas.

The reconstructed areal distribution of these domains is illustrated on a palinspastic maps by Y.Rolland further below
(Fig.28, 29).
The Karakoram Fault and some aspects of Quaternary-recent geology will also be presented, respectively as an example
of the major strike-slip faults affecting eastern Asia and as an example of easily observable geological phenomena.
The current location of the units SW of the Ladakh Batholith and of their structural relationships are illustrated on the
two maps (Fig. 16 and 17) and on a 3D- diagram (Fig.18).
.

Fig 16 Tectonic Map of the NW Himalaya by Albrecht Steck of Lausanne University (Switzerland) covers a limited
area of Ladakh and therefore displays more details than the Tectonic Map of the Himalaya.
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Fig.17 The boundaries of the geological units discussed in the text are superimposed on a
satellite picture of Central Ladakh.
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Fig.18 3D diagram across Ladakh showing the main tectonic units discussed in the text.
Adapted from Steck, 2003.
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1. The NW Himalayan Nappes, High and Lesser
The NW Himalayan Nappes, South of the Indus river, are comprised of rock layers originally covering the northern
part of the Indian continent, the Tethys platform and some oceanic crust. A shown by the 3D diagram, the internal
structure of the nappe pile is very complex. The latter have been scraped from the underlying crust, stacked on top of
each other and internally deformed. As rock masses accumulated on top of each other, the bottom ones were buried at
great depths, underwent mineralogical changes and were transformed into metamorphic rocks. Some crustal rocks
reached depths in excess of 100 km during the subduction process as evidenced by the occurrence of ultra-high pressure
diagnostic minerals as is the case for the Tso Morari rocks containing the mineral “coesite”. The exhumation mechanism
of these rocks is still a matter of debate but must be related, among others, to volume forces.
During subduction, over thrusting and accretion - processes taking place mostly under water – sediments deriving from
the erosion of the growing reliefs continued to be deposited and to be included in the ongoing deformations.
Based on A.Steck (2003) synthesis, important steps in the course of events are succinctly described below:
- 65 Ma : part of the subducted oceanic crust (outcropping at Spongtang) is thrust over the Indian margin consisting of
an island-arc already accreted to Eurasia and of the Trans-Himalayan – Ladakh Batholith.
- 65-50 Ma : the Neo-Tethys Ocean has disappeared and the continents collide. Nappes start to be developed and
emplaced. Deposition of the Indus Molasse, also over the Ladakh Batholith.
- 40 Ma - present : nappe emplacement goes on and the main over thrust surfaces ZSZ, MCT, MBT and MFT become
successively active. Folding of the nappe stack (Fig.19) and of the Molasse (Fig.20), steepening of the ISZ and backfolding against the Ladakh Batholith buttress.
The detailed story of nappe emplacement is very complicated and beyond the scope of this simple compilation. The
interested reader can, of course, look into the synthesis of A.Steck (2003) referred to in “Selected Bibliography”.
At present, the underlying Indian lithosphere is subducted below the Himalayan accretionary wedge along the MFT.
As hot rocks came into contact with colder ones, the latter were subjected to mineralogical changes by a process called
contact metamorphism. Numerous examples of that phenomenon can be observed in the field.
Spectacular results of the accretion process can be admired in the Zanskar River gorge and along other valleys South of
the Indus River.

Fig.19 Folded rock layers of the
Himalayan Range along the frozen
Zanskar River

Fig.20 Folded “Indus Molasse”, South of the Indus-Zanskar
confluence.
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2. The Ladakh (-Kohistan) Arc
a. The Indus Suture Zone
The Indus Suture Zone (ISZ) is comprised of past island-arc related rock sequences, ophiolites, ophiolitic melanges and
Indus Molasse.
Oceanic crust remnants and Dras island arc
Remnants of the disappeared Neo-Tethys Ocean occur at various places along or close to the Indus River Valley as
accreted island-arc slices (mainly basaltic and dacitic volcanic rocks, as in the Dras area) and ophiolites/ophiolitic
melanges. This accretion took place before the Indian and Eurasian continents collided. Granitic rocks belonging to the
Ladakh Batholith (103 to 50 Ma) have intruded the island-arc volcanics during the latter’s formation too.
The chemical and mineralogical composition of the Dras volcanics point to an island-arc origin due to its similarity with
today’s arcs of the western Pacific Ocean (Fiji, etc). On the other hand, the composition of the ophiolitic rocks indicates
a Mid-Ocean Ridge origin.
The volcanic island-arc formations, extending over 400 km from Leh to Kohistan, include Jurassic (160 Ma) to
Cretaceous (100 Ma) fossils, which indicates that subduction of the Neo-Tethys lasted at least during that time span.

Indus Molasse
The debris derived mainly from the erosion of the Ladakh Batholith were deposited by rivers within a trough located on
the accreted ophiolites and volcanics to the South and on the emerging Ladakh Batholith to the North. These deposits
occur as a 3000 m thick pile of conglomerate and sandstone layers called the “Indus Molasse”and building the southern
flank of the Indus Valley (Fig.16, 21).
Components of the conglomerates (Fig. 1) range from volcanics near the base to mainly granitic higher in the sequence.
Based on fossils and mineralogical evidence, Molasse deposition lasted from about 60 to 20 Ma ago, ending when
further compression thrusted the bulk of the Indus Molasse over at least part of the Ladakh Batholith and over its thin
Molasse cover in Early Miocene (Fig.22) and determined the recent Indus River NW trend.
On the southern flank of the same trough the Molasse deposition was preceded, from Early Late Cretaceous to Eocene,
by that of marine limestones, sandstones and shales. The transition between marine (fore-arc basin of the Ladakh Arc)
and continental deposition appears to have been continuous. Whether there was a northward shift of the basin axis with
time remains to be seen.
In contrast with the MCT, MBT and MFT which are South-directed thrusts, the Indus Molasse thrust is North-directed.
This back-thrust is probably due to the complex interplay between the continuing collision and the buttress effect of the
Ladakh Batholith.
Based on isotopic evidence gathered, the present day Indus River derives most of its bed load from the Lhasa Block
and/or from the Indus Molasse before reaching the Karakoram where it becomes loaded with sediments from that area.
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Fig.21 South dipping Indus Molasse conglomerate and sandstone
layers in the Hemis Gompa area.
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Fig.21 Contact between the Indus Molasse and the Ladakh Batholith West of Upshi. Note the
internal over-thrusts within the Molasse itself.

Fig. 22 Contact between the Indus Molasse and the Ladakh Batholith West of Upshi. Note the internal overthhrusts
within the Molasse itself.

The slight metamorphism affecting part of the Ladakh Batholith granitic rocks indicates that they underwent burial under
the Molasse and that therefore the latter extended further North than to-day.
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b. The Ladakh Batholith
As the oceanic lithosphere plunged under Eurasia and released water , magmas lighter than the surrounding rocks were
generated from the peridotites of the overlying Upper Mantle wedge and forced upwards. The major part, however,
solidified slowly at depth as plutonic rocks of granitic composition (granites, granodiorites, quartzdiorites, etc.) before
being subsequently uplifted and subjected to erosion. According to mineralogical, chemical and isotope studies, the
ascending magmas did assimilate some parts of the continental rocks on their way.
These granitic rocks are grouped under the term “Ladakh Batholith” (Fig.23. 24) the internal structure of which is very
complicated. The period of batholith emplacement took place from about 100 to 50 Ma ago, ending at the start of the
continental collision. The cooling was rather slow at an estimated rate of 7°C/Ma. Vertical movements brought and are
bringing those rocks to the surface at a speed varying from 0.1 to 0.3 mm/year. Recent geochemical studies suggest that
the batholith underwent north-directed tilting as a result of India under-thrusting below Eurasia.
Due to difficulty of access, detailed mapping has yet to be carried out. Nevertheless, traverses and local investigations
have demonstrated that the granitic melts intruded a complex geological environment at the margin of the Eurasian
continent including at least locally (Kargil) the previously accreted island-arc (Dras) as well as the older margin of the
Eurasian continent (metamorphosed sediments, volcanics).
The Ladakh Batholith is but a part of the much larger Trans-Himalayan Batholith which extends from Kohistan to
Gangdese in southern Tibet. Its chemistry and mineralogy are similar to those of the South and North American
batholiths, which are located in a similar geological environment.

Fig.23 Granite landscape at the entrance of the Yogma
La Valley at Likche.

Fig.24 Granitic body at Tangtse. The absence of
layering and the contorted structure suggest viscous
deformation and emplacement. Located within the
Pangong Range, between two splays of the
Karakoram Fault.
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c. The Shyok Suture Zone
The Shyok Suture Zone (SSZ) separates the Ladakh Batholith from the Karakoram Range along the Shyok Valley. It
can be traced from Kohistan, across the Nanga Parbat – Haramosh High, to the Nubra-Shyok confluence, where it is
intersected by the SSE trending Karakoram Fault (KF). The probable continuation of the SSZ, known as the Bangong
Suture, has been laterally displaced to the SSE by some 150 km along the KF. The following is largely based on the
work of Y.Rolland et al., 2000.
This suture zone consists of tectonically stacked layers of deformed rocks, dated 100-90 to possibly 50 Ma, and
originally situated off the southern margin of the Eurasian continent. The contacts with the Karakoram formations and
with the Ladakh Batholith are of a tectonic nature (SW directed thrust to nearly vertical fault).
The SSZ rocks have all undergone low to high intensity metamorphism, depending on the deformation and burial history
and on the proximity of the KF.
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Fig. 25 Map pf the Shyok Suture Zone. Slightly redrawn from Rolland et al., 2000.

To the NW, in the Skardu area of Pakistan, two units are distinguished (Fig.25):
- a northern one, consisting of layers of volcanic tuffs with slumped blocks of varying size(olistoliths), conglomerates
with components of basalts, andesites and limestone and sheared serpentinites with lenses of basalt (erupted as pillowlavas). The whole is strongly deformed and displays the attributes of an ophiolitic melange. This unit is thrust over the
southern unit, the contact zone containing serpentinized ultramafic rocks (originally peridotites) of probable mantle
origin and amphibolites (metamorphosed basalts). The chemical composition of the volcanics suggests a back-arc origin;
- a southern one, without slumped blocks, consisting of tuffs and basalts. Near the top the latter exceed 600 m in
thickness. These stacked metamorphic rock formations are intruded by granodiorites of the Ladakh Batholith and
overlain by an almost undeformed Molasse of probable Eocene age. The chemical composition of the the volcanics
suggests an island-arc origin.
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It is assumed that the stacking of these rock formations has most probably taken place between the Late Cretaceous and
the Early Tertiary. This description is, of course, simplified as there are important vertical and lateral variations within
the units which provide also other clues to their origin.
The SSZ merges with the Dras Volcanic island-arc system in the vicinity of the young Nanga Parbat - Haramosh High, a
late feature of the range. Deformation there is intense and total thickness of the merged arcs is reduced to some 6 km on
the northern flank of the High.
To the SE (Shyok-Nubra confluence), the predominance of volcano-sedimentary rocks of 100-90 Ma age associated with
andesites, basalts, tuffs and serpentinites – an ophiolitic melange too - as well as the volcanic rock chemistry are
suggestive of a volcanic arc situated on the margin of the Eurasian continent. Stacking here took place later than in the
NW, possibly after deposition of the Eocene Molasse which was involved in this compressional event. Metamorphism is
less intense than in the Skardu area, for reasons yet to be explained.
This rock association occurs also as a thin band along the KF, from the SE extremity of the Nubra Valley to the Pangong
Range, where it is more developed, and further SE where it eventually merges in the Kailash area with the ISZ. Whether
the Nubra and Shyok melange occurrences are parts of the same unit has yet to be ascertained.
25 to 35 Ma old volcanic rocks grouped under the name “Khardung Volcanics” (Fig.26) border the northern flank of the
Ladakh Batholith and can be traced as a 2 to 25 km broad SE running belt along the southern flank of the Karakoram
(strike-slip) Fault discussed below. Generated at depths where magmas are formed, these volcanic rocks reached the
surface along pre-existing cracks and erupted in volcanoes. Deposits from these volcanoes, outcropping in the area of
Rong along the Khardung La road, are composed of ashes and blocks ejected from the volcanoes as well as rocks of
rhyolitic composition (e.g. former lavas). This rock association can be interpreted as representing the south-eastern more
continental extension of the island-arc and back-arc which are well developed in the Skardu area of Pakistan, along the
Shyok Suture Zone.

Fig.26 Outcrop of layered Khardung Volcanics near Rong

The picture emerging from the knowledge of the extremely complex SSZ is that of an island-arc with its back-arc basin
to the NW evolving into a continental volcanic arc in the SE, as shown in Fig. 28 and 29.
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The association of serpentinites, pillow-lavas, basalts, andesites and tuffs indicates an oceanic environment of formation
within the southern margin of Eurasia and the existence of a suture zone. Northwards directed subduction must have
been active there to account for the 120 Ma old and well documented granitic intrusions of the Central Karakoram. This
subduction has preceded that of the ISZ which was responsible for the generation of the younger 103-50 Ma old Ladakh
Batholith granitic intrusions.

3. The Karakoram
The Karakoram may have been part of the original Lhasa (Tibet) block from which it became separated by the
Karakorum Fault. Its long and complex geological development is beyond the scope of this summary. In broad terms, it
consists, in decreasing age, of:
-

a mainly Precambrian basement consisting of metamorphic rocks, Palaeozoic meta-sedimentary rocks and
igneous intrusions;
a cover of sedimentary rocks deposited mainly on a continental platform from Permian to Jurassic times;
granitic intrusions of Cretaceous to Late Tertiary age – the so-called Axial Batholith - related to the
subduction of the Neo-Tethys under Eurasia. Magmatism started there earlier than in the Ladakh-Kohistan
Arc.

The areal distribution of these units can be seen on A.Gansser’s 1979 map (Fig.27).

Metamorphic rocks
Sedimentary rocks
Ladakh
Batholith

Granitic rocks

Indus Suture Zone

Part of A.Gansser’s
« Ophiolitic belts of the
Himalayan and Tibetan
Region », 1979

Himalayan Nappes

Fig 27 Excerpt of the geological-tectonic map of the Himalaya and Tibet, covering
Ladakh, Karakoram and SW Tibet.
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Reconstructed past-margin of the Eurasia
The reconstruction of past geological landscapes is best illustrated by a sequence of maps and sections referred to as
palinspastic maps and sections. The former are obtained by the most reasonable juxtaposition, at selected times, of the
various units identified in the field which are usually deformed, displaced and sometimes metamorphosed. The latter are
sections across those maps. The succession of maps will thus show the significant changes in the past landscapes and the
impact of the deformational processes on those landscapes (as for instance the start of oceanic subduction, the
continental collision or the initiation of the Karakoram Fault).
Fig.28 shows, at Himalaya scale, the reconstructed positions of the main tectonic units during the subduction of the NeoTethys ocean in Cretaceous times. Obviously, such reconstructions are rarely final and will have to be updated as new
information comes in.

Model of the Karakoram (Eurasian) margin during the Cretaceous
adapted from Rolland et al., 2000

Eurasia
Continental crust
Oceanic
crust

Volcanic

arc syste

m
Andean –typ

e volcanism

Subduction front

Tethys Ocean

Fig.28 Palinspastic map showing the original location of the deformed tectonic units identified in the field.

The evolution of the Kohistan-Ladakh Arc, as envisaged by Y.Rolland (2002), is illustrated in selected steps on Fig.29,
both as maps and cross-sections. Noteworthy are:
- the NE drift of Africa and India with respect to Eurasia;
- the early initiation of the Shyok Suture (subduction) to account for the early magmatism in the Karakoram block;
- the intra-oceanic subduction leading to the formation of the Kohistan-Ladakh island-arc and back-arc basin;
- the complete accretion of the Kohistan-Ladakh Arc to Eurasia and end of subduction there;
- the ongoing subduction along the ISZ and concomitant magmatism along the Kohistan-Ladakh Arc.
The stacking of the Himalayan Nappes which started about 50 Ma ago is not illustrated on this figure.
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Situation to-day following accretion and continental
collision (ongoing).

Fig.29 Reconstructed steps in the India-Eurasia convergence with emphasis on the formation and accretion of the
Kohistan-Ladakh Arc. Note that the Himalayan Nappes stacking started some 50 Ma ago after complete consumption of
the Neo-Tethys ocean. Figure adapted from Y.Rolland (2002).
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In the case of the Himalayan Nappes, reconstruction is obtained by flattening/unfolding and juxtaposing the identified
nappes with the lower ones re-positioned in the South and the upper ones in the North.

The Karakoram Fault (KF)
This 750 km long fault (Fig.16, 25) runs from northern Pamir to the Kailash, where it merges with the ISZ. The start of
its activity has been dated back to 25-15 Ma ago. The total lateral displacement since inception is a matter of hot debate,
but seems to be in the order of at least 150 km with an average displacement velocity in the order of a few mm/year. Like
other important continental Asian faults, the KF is intensively studied with the objective to understand the fault
mechanism and thus develop tools for earthquake prediction.
As a straight line on the map and nearly vertical fault, it has determined the location of the Nubra Valley. However,
deviations from the straight course have induced compression, as is the case for the Pangong Range (Fig.30) where rocks
of very deep origin (17 km) have been brought to the surface. Such deviations can also lead to tension and basin
formation (as in the Kailash area, not shown).
Together with other important faults, the KF accommodates part of the ongoing collision between India and Eurasia and
allows the eastward migration of Tibet. Recent studies have suggested that during the last 10.000 years some 75% of the
total shortening have been accommodated by block displacements along those faults.

Restraining bend
= compression
=shortening + uplift
Pangong Range case

Transcurrent
fault

Releasing bend
= tension
= widening + basin

Fig.30 Compression and tension caused by deviations from
an otherwise straight vertical transcurrent fault.
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Quaternary History and Deposits
The Quaternary to recent geological history of Ladakh is also very complex and there is a great need of a general
synthesis. This history has essentially been dominated by uplift and erosion of the mountain ranges, digging of the
Zanskar, Indus, Shyok, Nubra and other valleys, various episodes of glaciation, deposition/erosion of the spectacular
terrasses with episodes of lake conditions. Climate changes have been very influential, as for instance the onset and
variations of the monsoom. And most important, the arrival of the first inhabitants as testified by engravings carved on
varnished rock surfaces of the Nubra Valley (Fig.40).
Numerous publications have been devoted to the Quaternary history of Ladakh, to which the interested reader is referred
(Selected Bibliography and Internet search).
Some landscape features are, however, singled out below as they are spectacular and easily observable in many places of
the country. In addition, they provide an excellent starting point to get acquainted with geological field observation.
Alluvial terrasses
The spectacular nearly horizontal terrasses (Fig.31, 32, 33) occurring on the floor of the actual Indus River Valley and
at various levels within the Ladakh Range were deposited much later than the Indus Molasse and were not involved in
the main shortening and over thrusting events. Most probably the collision of the Himalayan Nappes stack and of the
Indus Molasse with the Ladakh Batholith created the conditions for the initiation of the NW oriented Indus River.
The terrasses which represent the floor of the valleys at the time of deposition witness to the uplift of the range. The
explanation: as the mountain range rises, the river erodes the existing horizontal terrasses and deposits the eroded sands,
gravels and boulders at a lower level, creating thus a new, lower and younger terrasse. And so on, as the range continues
to rise.
As the outflow of the rivers was prevented by the dam effect of moraines or landslides, lakes could develop in which
mud and sand were deposited (Fig.34). Examples of such lake deposits occur at various places: near Leh, probably along
the Leh-Khardung La road, along the Shyok, Nubra and Tangtse valleys, etc.
The Pangong Tso (brackish water), among others, is an actual example of the past lakes. This lake has shrunk in recent
times, as witnessed by the well defined incised stand-lines along its shores.

S

Ladakh Batholith

N

Older terrasse

Younger terrasse

Fig.31 The older terrasses of the Indus Valley West of Leh were carved by a more
recent Indus River as a result of the rise of the Himalayan Nappes stack and of the
Ladakh Batholith.
.
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Karakoram

? Lake deposits

Khardung volcanics

Fig.32 Eastward view from the Rong-Khardung road towards the Shyok Valley. The
whitish horizontal layers are probably lake deposits, whilst the dark rock in the fore
front belongs to the Khardung Volcanics. Remnants of the same whitish deposits
cling to the slopes on the other side of the valley. The valley probably owes its
existence and trend to the Karakoram Fault along which it is carved.

Recent scree

Karakoram
Cemented and incised
?lake deposits

Sand dunes

Fig.33 Erosional remnants of uplifted Quaternary cemented terrasse - probably
lake - deposits. Shyok Valley near Deskit.
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.
Fig.34 Whitish clay layers deposited in a lake during the Quaternary. Leh –
Phyang road

Glacial deposits
During the various cold periods of the recent history, glaciers have laid down large amounts of blocks, gravel and sand as
moraines in the many valleys which display a U-shape section which is typical of glacial erosion (e.g. Nubra, Shyok).
They also have supplied sediments to the fluvio-glacial system which deposited great quantities of material further down
in the valleys.
Recent research indicates that Ladakh was widely glaciated down to 3500-3000m altitude.
Among the many remaining moraines, the one located North of Leh (Fig.35, 36) has a strikingly arcuate shape which
indicates that it was the front moraine of a glacier flowing down from the Khardung La highs.

Alluvial fan

Front moraine

Fig.35 Front moraine North of Leh’s and alluvial fans in
Stock’s surroundings. View from the Khardung La road.
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Front moraine

Lateral moraine

Fig.36 Aerial view of the front moraine shown in the preceding picture.
Note the lateral moraines. Precise age of the glacial stage not known.
“Google Earth” picture.

As glaciers flowed along the valley walls, the latter were submitted to the abrasive action of the transported moraines. A
spectacular example of this phenomenon can be seen at Likche (Fig.37).

Granitic pluton

Glacial striae

Likche

.

Fig.37 Near Likche, the glaciers left horizontal marks of their passage
along the granitic cliffs bordering the river’s left side.
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Erosion and weathering in arid-cold climate
The current arid climate is witnessed by phenomena such as desert deflation lag (Fig.38), very high-standing scree cones
(Fig.39).desert varnish (Fig.40,41), spectacular boulder erosion (Fig.42).
The deflation lag is formed as the finer particles of scree, alluvial fan or terrasses are blown away by the wind, leaving
on the surface only the larger boulders and pebbles. Deflation lag occurrences are only possible if further deposition has
stopped for a long period.

Ladakh Batholith
Desert varnished boulders

Deflation lag

Fig.38 Deflation lag and desert varnished boulders along the Leh – Alchi
road.

Fig.39 Cones of scree reaching the mountain tops are indicative of
lack of water transport capacity, hence of aridity. View from Leh
Airport towards the Ladakh Batholith.
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Desert varnish layer

Fig.40 Varnished block with typical
chocolate-coloured lustrous coat.

The varnishing takes place universally (probably on planet Mars too!) under arid conditions when boulders and pebbles
are exposed for long periods. The coat is composed of clay minerals, iron and manganese oxides. The details of its
formation are not fully understood, although a bacterial action seems to be involved.

Fig.41 The Neolithic engravings of the Nubra Valley
were carved on varnished rock surfaces and are
similar to those of Burzahom in the Kashmir Valley.
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Fig.42 Under arid conditions and large temperature variations,
the wind erodes the boulders lying at the surface, producing
occasionally spectacular shapes. Granodiorite boulder, Yogma
La Valley.
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